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Abstract
In general terms, electronic freight and warehouse exchanges are virtual market places established for the harmonization of freight demand and supply. Due to their characteristics, however, these may be also suitable for the division of capacities (capacity load and storage capacity) of certain freighters and forwarders. Upon these trade directed to cities may be optimized, as groupage transport may be organized to cities, or within these to districts, considering, at the same time, the possibility of acquiring back haul, as well. In addition to this, by the division, optimal exploitation of freight capacities trade directed to the cities may be significantly reduced with the application of a transfer location in the outskirts of the city and a related warehouse exchange.
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1 Introduction
Several possible solutions are known for the problems of urban transport of goods in domestic and international technical literature. The reduction of empty run proportion of vehicles performing the supply of cities, the increase of vehicle utilization and the reduction of the numbers of runs are touched upon in several cases. For the examination of this a simulation model [1] was established, according to which the obtainable profit appears mainly in the reduction of empty runs. The before mentioned monograph expressly highlights the necessity of the establishment of a surface for electronic communication. The effects of such electronic surfaces on certain participants of freight market and on urban environment is examined in another monograph [2], which also points out its measurable significance, primarily through the development of cooperation between participants of freight market, the extension of clientele and the use of modern IT technologies. In addition to this, cooperation is touched upon in several monographs, and is a significant factor in the solution of problems [3].

A survey conducted on the possible future development of city logistics [4] mentions as important part field the application of communication sites. It considers as most important advantage the development of vehicle utilization (reduction of empty runs, organization of back haul), but also mentions that such electronic communication sites are perfectly suitable for organizing groupage transport, as well. For the co-ordination of demands and capacities an e-auction system may be suitable, as well, which, due to its characteristics is able to eliminate the negative effects of urban transport of goods [5].

As a matter of fact, electronic freight exchanges are the above mentioned virtual meeting surfaces, the objective of which is the synchronization of shippers and freighters (demand and supply) with the help of different electronic trading [6]. Freighters make their free vehicle capacity available, together with all of its important specifications, and considering these shippers may conduct capacity search. Similarly, by the same way shippers may also publish the main specifications regarding the transferable consignment. At the freight exchange, due to its characteristics, it is possible for freighters to use capacity excess and rent capacit-
ity surplus. The above mentioned principles may be applied for the use of storage service, where the demands of goods owners are matched with free storage capacities, and optionally also for the division of capacities.

The city logistics applications of electronic freight exchanges have presently become public knowledge only through struggling mentioning, detailed operation concept has not been elaborated. The first milestones of this are contained in the coming chapters, which primarily aim at proving the usefulness of electronic freight and warehouse exchanges.

2 Possible models of application of electronic freight and warehouse exchanges in solving the city logistics problems

2.1 Goods supply system of the city supported with freight exchanges

The basic task of electronic freight exchanges is to match freight capacity demands with transfer capacities. In the simplest case a shipper mandates the freighter to transfer a certain amount of goods (and through this in addition to certain vehicle utilization) from one place to another. At this time, however, two significant problems emerge: on one hand, the utilization of vehicles (carrying capacity, loading area, cubic capacity) may be low, and, on the other, the possibility of back haul is not certain, either. At this point the organizational function of electronic freight exchanges becomes significant, because there is possibility to find the freight task resulting in the optimal capacity utilization, or even the simultaneous transfer of the goods of more than one freighters (if the characteristics of the goods make this possible), and the possibility of organizing back haul is given, too. These characteristics make freight exchanges suitable for the development of efficiency of urban transport of goods, because with their help trade directed to the city may be performed with lower number of vehicles, by this causing less environmental harm.

The efficiency of freight exchanges may be understood easily through a factual example. An imaginary region may be seen in Fig.1 of the 4 of its settlements one may be considered centre (No. 1), the others are middle-sized (No. 2 and No. 3) and small settlements (No. 4). The settlements are divided into further districts, in order to provide for the concentration of trade directed to one district.

Demands and capacities related to the cities may be matched upon their characteristic features (origin and destination, goods specifications, time of delivery), and similarly to the presently known and used route planning systems „tours” may be modelled. Fig.1 provides an example, where two routes were established (on the „map” indicated with dashed and double-dotted lines, the matrix on the left side describes the tour indicated with dashed line, the matrix on the right side describes the tour indicated with double-dotted line). In Tab.1 basically a ‘from where to where’ matrix may be seen (by using the identifiers of cities and districts), the black squares indicate demands, while „+” signs indicate whether the certain route serves the indicated demand.

In the case of the route indicated with dashed line possible methods of trade between a medium sized city (No. 3) and the centre are described, into this tour the fulfilment of the demands of a village on the route (No. 4) was included, as well. At the end of the tour the possibility of back haul is given, therefore the utilization of the vehicle is further increased. As it may be seen, the organization of such route – into which five different addresses and three different settlements are included – would be more difficult in the ordinary way and certainly would generate higher vehicle numbers. At the organization of routes in addition to the already considered aspects others, such as loading order shall be taken into account.

In the case of the tour indicated with the double-dotted line the indicated demands of all larger settlements in the district are fulfilled. The vehicle supplies the centre from city No. 2, and from here transports further goods to city No. 3. Therefore, due to the possibilities provided by freight exchanges (especially the simultaneous overview of a large number of demands) the supply of entire districts may be optimized (fewer vehicles arrive into the city with better utilization values; the order of visits may be optimized).

2.2 City goods supply system supported by freight and warehouse exchanges

A characteristic and also a slight disadvantage of the solution detailed in section 2.1 is that it is suitable for the organization of transfer of typically small quantity of goods, i.e. not of full load, because the procedure of matching more demands to one capacity makes sense only in this case. In reality many consignments filling the entire vehicle are transferred between cities and surrounding settlements. The known possible solution for such problem is the establishment of a transfer terminal in the outskirts of the city where from larger vehicles arriving to the outskirts of the city the goods are transferred to lower numbers of vehicles of larger capacity, which occasionally are more environment friendly.

Electronic warehouse exchanges provide supplementary solution to the above mentioned model, at which storage place may be booked – for temporary storage – for transferable goods. Considering Fig.2 let us assume that at the borders of the centre one or more transfer terminals are established (or even one such establishment is placed at each main road), and the capacities of these may be booked. Freighters, therefore, may optimize their out of centre trade with the freight exchange, while when they arrive to the borders of the city they may place their goods to the storage place booked at the warehouse exchange. The goods will be further transferred to the districts of the city with larger capacity vehicles, which vehicles may be chosen at the freight exchange, as well (in other words: to the direction of the city services depart in daily fixed times, for example, the capacities of which may be booked through the freight exchange). Ware-
Fig. 1. Role of freight exchanges in the increase of efficiency of urban goods supply

Tab. 1. Matching matrixes of demands and capacities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Conclusions

The role fulfilled by freight exchanges in urban supply may be viewed as the company (e.g. wholesalers) applications of route planning systems: handling demands and capacities in one system the tours performed by vehicles are optimized. As a result of this these are suitable for the fulfilment of individual demands of smaller volume, not filling the entire load, because through the coordination of these they are able to establish collecting-distributing routes and to organize back haul, and through this to reduce the number of vehicles. In other words freight exchange, therefore, has a supplementary role: it provides the possibility of choosing storage place established for the reduction of vehicle traffic arriving to the city to various directions.
resulting from its characteristic, is one of the simplest, yet very efficient way of reducing vehicle traffic directed to cities.

Warehouse exchanges supplement freight exchanges and transfer terminals in the outskirts of the city, also by coordinating demands and capacities. In this case a transfer terminal in the outskirts of the city is necessary, therefore it is slightly more complex than the solution offered only by freight exchanges, but the trade of cities may be further reduced, as transport directed at inner districts are solved with large capacity vehicles or with other solutions known in the literature (e.g. by using the tram lines of the city). This is effective primarily if despite the effects of the freight exchange still large number of vehicles of low capacity utilization value arrive to the city (some possible reasons of this: freighters and shippers use freight exchange insufficiently, these vehicles are not allowed to enter the city, the leaders of the city aim at further improvements, etc.).

Finally a conclusion may be drawn according to which at the expense of relatively low investment with the proper motivation of shippers and freighters (all capacities and demands shall be included into the electronic system) an electronic freight and warehouse exchange could be easily established, with the help of which the taint of city roads could be reduced. In itself, however, it is not a sufficient solution, because the introduction of further city logistics systems known from literature, available in a relatively large number the ones best suitable to the Hungarian conditions shall be also necessary.
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